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although the film is more horror than drama, the performances are so truly great that it doesnt matter. if anything
the film is oddly deep and interesting from its performance capturing moments. this is especially true when its

gerald's-centric scenes where we get to see the character in a deeper light than usual and the consistent
performance of edi gathegi as his girlfriend. she stands out as the only member in the cast that doesnt get lost in

the over the top zombie, clown, and polanski-esque touches the rest of the film presents. eddie redmayne is
perhaps the most familiar actor to the general public for his very successful portrayal of wizard in the harry potter

films. this is his first lead role and judging from his performance in red sparrow it wouldnt be surprising if he
becomes a more prolific actor. songs of the two teenagers underscore the plot and are surprisingly lovely. while

some are generic i suppose the ones that stood out were "stand by you" sung by freddie mercury and queen, and
"i don't wanna leave you" by elaine paige. interestingly some of the lyrics felt all too familiar for a high school

student band they are sung by, which made them even more impressive. the movie doesn't really have a climax
though the villains do show up one last time for a very dramatic and violent death. the finale is rather disjointed
and actually more uncomfortable than compelling. its mostly based on one character deciding to end his life, but
its unclear how this drastic action will effect everyone else as no one really feels anything at this point. its more
like a cathartic and emotional release, but the ending is unsatisfying and makes no sense, especially when the

main characters are mostly in the background. but even if its the weakest aspect of the film, its still a ride so we
can't argue with that.
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i might be a big fan of
horror movies but

halloween and its sequels
are not a great one. the

first one has a pretty
good story, a nice cast,
and a great score, but it
was poorly executed and
not nearly scary enough.
its sequel is just as bad. i
guess you could say that
people shouldn't be afraid
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of halloween, because
they will not be scared.
athlete a, the one that

really breaks the hearts of
the movie, is the one that

comes to the senate
hearing in the book. we
dont see her face, so we

cant really see her
reaction when she learns
of nassars crimes. but in

the movie, she has to
deliver the news to her
teammates. and when
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she does, all of them
know that she is the one.
she’s the only one who

can take him on. any time
you catch yourself

thinking, this is gonna be
good, you just gotta

remember that it came
out of the same creative
team that gave us big
little lies and house of

cards. at its best,
anatomy of a scandal

does what those shows
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did well, but falls a little
short of greatness. i still

enjoyed it, but i will gladly
accept a netflix movie
that isnt this caliber.
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format. watch streaming
a scandall in high

definition quality. play
streaming a scandall in hd

quality. now you can
download full a scandall

in best look. enjoy a
scandall movie with single

complete the form by
hitting the image in the

sign in place button.
enjoy all of the albums

brand-new movie
together with all favorite
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movie internet! only
watch this movie a

scandall this time for full
access this online movie.
that is truly spectacular
and might one of those
rare wonderful. the high

quality was great around.
management, graphics
and visual effects had

been all really innovative
and also brilliant. the

pleasure from the script,
often humorous and has
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many heart for all his
characters are common

very well developed.
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